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Dear Friends,

The end of the financial year and the first half of 2018 is a good time to discuss bilateral
trade figures that reflect the work and outcomes of the Israel Trade Commission.
We have decided to share with you the overall picture of the balance of trade between
Australia and Israel, as well as break it down into sectors and different industrial
domains. We have also given a broader indepth overview of Israel trade relations as
they have evolved and developed over the years todate, and surpass exports of over
$100 Billion to the global markets.
Furthermore, as we normally cover segments of the industry that reflect the ongoing
efforts and potential of our tech and innovation industries, we are sharing new
developments in several other sectors.
Namely, those of sports technology, alternative and Clean energy sectors, and a
different angel which gives light to a lesserknown agriculture sector  Israel's Wine
industry.
We hope that you find the following interesting and inspiring and we wish you enjoyable
and fruitful reading.

Sincerely,
Shai Zarivatch and the Team
The Israel Trade Commission
Sydney, Australia
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Israel & Australia Trade Relations
A Important Past and a Promising Future
Australia and Israel  though far apart geographically and with very different economic
and industrial characteristics one from each other  enjoy a long lasting solid
relationships, politically and certainly economically.
As of the mid of 2018 the overall trade figures between Israel and Australia amounted to
close to $700 Million bilateral trade during 2017.
The following is a chart with the breakdown of the bilateral trade figures during 2013
2017.

In term of the trade balance between the
countries, it is evident that Israeli export
throughout the years to Australia is
significantly larger than Australia’s export
to Israel in a ratio of 1:5.
Israel's prime exports to Australia are its
technology and innovation products:
Medical equipment, Cyber and Fintech,
Agritech and water tech solutions etc.
Australia’s exports to Israel are
predominantly its livestock and animal
products industries together with mineral
and chemicals.
Israel's exports to Australia’s which
totaled $539 million in 2017 is primarily
based on its technology, innovation and
software sectors. [i]
About a quarter (25.3%) of all exports
are characterized as software, Hitech
and electronics products (electronics for
industrial purposes) and additional 20%
of Israel exports are considered
nonmetallic mineral products (glass and
ceramic products).
Australia’s exports to Israel in 2017
amounted to $152.4 Million and is largely
comprised of plants and livestock
shipments, such as sheep and cattle
and are take the bulk (50%) of its exports
to Israel.
The export breakdown also shows that
transports equipment, together with
commodities, chemicals and minerals
completes the list of sectors exported to
Israel.

[i] Source: The Observatory of Economic Complexity by Alexander Simoes
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Israel’s Free Trade Agreements Reach New
Milestones

Fortythree years ago, Israel reached its first free trade agreement with the countries of
the European Common Market. Since then, Israel has inked numerous additional
agreements with countries across the planet. Powered in large part by these free trade
deals, Israel’s exchange of goods and services has soared in recent decades. Since
1980, the combined value of Israel’s imports and exports has surged 934 percent. The
European Union, the United States, and Asia are the top markets for Israel for both
imports and exports.
2018 has already seen significant growth in additional trade deals as Israel’s economic
ties continue to grow with countries across the planet, and as more and more nations
seek to tap into Israeli innovation and entrepreneurialism. Just last week, Israel updated
its existing trade agreement with Canada, with Israeli Minister of Economy and Industry
Eli Cohen and Canadian Foreign Trade Minister Francois Philippe Champagne signing
a deal that reduces tariffs on an additional 2,000 products while adding provisions on
eCommerce, labor, and environmental standards.
In recent months, Israel successfully concluded negotiations over a free trade accord
with Ukraine and finalized its accord with Panama. This flurry of free trade activity
comes on top of ongoing talks with South Korea, Vietnam, India, China, and the
Eurasian Customs Union, a group consisting of Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, and Armenia.
Approximately 70 percent of Israel’s exports are shipped to countries that have signed
free trade deals with Israel. Free trade agreements in force include:
European Union: 1975
United States: 1985
European Free Trade Association (Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland): 1992
Canada: 1997
Turkey: 1997
Mexico: 1999
Mercosur: 2007
Colombia: 2013
A member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), Israel has established itself as an integral
player in global trade with its prowess in technology and innovation – from
transformative irrigation technologies to the country’s thriving ICT sector.
The movement toward greater free trade over the past five decades has conferred
significant economic benefits on Israel: the opening of new markets, improved
conditions for Israeli businesses operating abroad, increased exports, and increasingly
robust platforms for resolving trade disputes and enhancing flow of knowledge.
Moreover, increased trade and economic ties also serve to foster improved diplomatic
relations, underscoring the longterm strategic benefits for Israel’s economic growth.
With Israel set to expand its global trade footprint even more in the near term, Australia
can continue reaping the benefits of better commercial ties and expanded access to
the Israeli innovations that are transforming industry – from software to cyber security
to artificial intelligence (AI) to connected vehicles and sophisticated water management
and agricultural platforms, and beyond.
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Israel Scores Big with Sports
Technologies

As part of a sport loving nation, Australians passionately participate in and support
various forms and disciplines. Whether it be local favourites such as Aussie Rules to
international superpowers like football, they seek to be as close to the best of the action
as they can be, both as a participant or as a fan. Such hunger for sport brings with it an
interest in the ability of technology to satisfy their needs.
Along with Australians, millions of soccer fans worldwide find themselves riveted by this
summer’s World Cup – and while Israel isn’t among the teams competing in the
quadrennial tournament this year, the StartUp Nation is not entirely absent. Israeli
technologies are helping shape the World Cup experience, leveraging the country’s
surging sports tech sector.
From innovative platforms that redefine fans’ viewing experiences to tools for honing
athletes’ performance, Israel has witnessed a boom in sports tech startup activity in
recent years. Five years ago, the country was home to 61 sports tech companies,
compared to 103 today – a 69 percent increase.
Israel’s gamechanging sports technologies will be showcased this week during a U.S.
roadshow, with 12 Israeli companies visiting teams, stadiums, broadcasting
companies, tech partners, and venture capital firms in New York, Los Angeles, and the
San Francisco Bay Area. Organized by the Israeli Economic and Commercial Mission
to the West Coast and in New York, and the Israeli Export Institute, the delegation
features companies working in a range of sports tech spaces, including:
SmarterTV, founded in 2014, is redefining live broadcasting by creating
interactive viewing experiences for fans with live clickable video derived from a
machinebased understanding of the image content.
Founded in 2015, FanPassTick has developed a mobile app whereby sports
clubs can resell tickets if the purchasers are unable to attend a game. The
company’s technology is designed to eliminate fraudulent tickets, reduce
scalpers, and increase team income.
Pico was founded in 2014 to help companies build brand awareness and boost
fan engagement. Designed with sports teams in mind, the company’s
technology enables brands to find fans’ usergenerated content, communicate
with fans, and generate calls to action. To create unique, personalized
experiences, Pico harnesses AI and chatbot technologies.
The U.S. trip comes on the heels of an Israeli delegation to Barcelona in May.
Participating companies were active in a wide array of fields, including AR/VR,
healthcare, and athlete performance. A sampling of companies in the delegation
underscores the breadth of Israel’s sports tech spectrum:
Metabolism differs from person to person, and these differences can
significantly influence performance from one athlete to another. Enter Lumen,
developed by Metaflow: a device that tracks metabolic rate in realtime by
analyzing users’ breath. Combined with nutritional advice and energy insights,
Lumen acts as a personal fitness coach.
SonicBone Medical has developed the Bone Age Ultrasound System, a
proprietary diagnostic tool for assessing bones and detecting related disorders.
Based on ultrasound technology, the device is geared toward early detection of
growth, puberty, and endocrine disorders. Additionally, the company has
developed BAUSport™, a system providing a unique ultrasound device for
assessing the bone age and predicting the final adult height of young athletes.
The system helps inform talent selection, skills development, and training
programs.
The secrets to Israel’s sports tech success? They’re not all that different from the
mainstays of the world’s top athletes: Dogged persistence, a commitment to
excellence, and a vibrant support system – from worldclass R&D facilities to robust
public and private sector support for innovation.
Australian fans, athletes, and team owners alike are already, and in the future can be
even more so, among the beneficiaries of Israel’s tech ecosystem – and that’s cause
for fans of all stripes to cheer.
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Israel Leads the Way in Energy Efficiency
The world’s need for the efficient energy options is growing as it comes to terms with
rapidly evolving technology whilst balancing the needs of the environment. Renewable
energy options offer groundbreaking solutions in its quest to find this balance. As the
world works towards achieving greater energy efficiency, Israel can offer valuable
solutions.
According to the Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research, Israel is the
global leader in Cleantech innovation. It is at the forefront of developing new alternatives
to traditional power sources and has notable proficiency in clean energy technology, in
the utilization and management of water resources, geothermal technologies, energy
management and conservation and desertification.
Israel’s strength in innovation is fueled by a national target to have 10% of its power
produced by renewable energy sources by the year 2020. The drive to reduce
emissions whilst improving efficiency has seen the rise of clean energy sources, such
as the Negev Energy Thermosolar Power Plant, that will provide enough power for
60,000 households. The Megalim Solar plant project is also contributing enough power
for 120,000 homes and boasts the largest solar tower in the world.
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The Video below CCTV explores The Megalim Solar Tower Project  from the CGTN
YouTube channel

Another example of the growing strength of Israel's energy efficiency can be found in
the Israeli company Ormat, a global leader and pioneers in the area of geothermal
energy. The ability to harness the energy generated by area heated by magma and hot
water deep underground. Ormat have seen great success establishing this technology
around the world, for example in Indonesia. Despite the absence of formal diplomatic
ties between Indonesia and Israel, Indonesia’s state electric company awarded Ormat
a tender to construct a new 340megawatt geothermal power project on the island of
Sumatra which will be the largest such facility in history.
Israel’s strength in clean energy is found in harnessing various energy sources. This is
evident in Yam Pro Energy’s wave energy technology that enables the production of
power by facilitating the capture of energy naturally produced by waves in the ocean.
This is a powerful energy resource that coexists with the environment to produce clean
energy, and provides a powerful illustration of Israel’s global leadership in innovative
energy efficiency.
As these renewable energy options become increasingly efficient and viable due to the
lowering of costs, they will become increasingly attractive and seen as far more than
simply alternatives to traditional energy sources. Israel leads the way in the
development of energy efficiency.
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Toasting Australia, New Zealand & Israel’s
Wine Industries
A Comparison

